Who We Rep

Why PECO?
The Power or Design Concept
Our mission each day is to perform better
today than we did the day before. We are
committed to our customers, ourselves and
to our fellow workers to make opportunities
a successful reality.

Fluid Transfer
Fluid Filtration
Heat Exchanger
Thermal Transfer
Pump Repair

Process Engineering
& Equipment Co.

571 6 Mile Rd. NW
Comstock Park, MI 49321
Phone: 616-784-7636

571 6 Mile Rd. NW
Comstock Park, MI 49321
Phone: 616-784-7636

Website: www.pecopage.com
Email: info@pecopage.com

Website:
www.pecopage.com

Representative
Manufacturer’s Representative

Manufacturer’s Distributer

PECO’s innovative employees provide engineering
solutions that save customers money. Each product
line provides a specific opportunity in the support of
an ever-changing market. By representing many
quality components, PECO
personnel can provide a broad
approach and full-system analysis to
best service each customer. Our
company places a strong emphasis
on maintaining good relationships
with customers.

PECO offers a wide variety of filter media, pumps
and pump accessories, and steam or hydronic
componentry.
Each manufacturer offers a wide
range of equipment in the application of fluid
handling, filtration, and heat transfer.

Before we begin developing a
solution we work hard to fully
understand every aspect of the
system function. When we’re
sure we understand your
needs, we assemble our many resources and
specialists to find and implement
the best solution the first time
and every time.
Put us to work for you!

Sample of Industries We Serve






Automotive
Food Process
Renewable Energy
Plastic Molding
Brewery







Plating Plants
Steel Fabrication
Furniture
Marine
Paper Products

Design-Build

Distributor

PECO’s value-added mentality
ensures we can assist you with a
well branded, top-performing
product to serve your needs.
The processes in each facility are very different from
one to the next but our commitment to assisting
many manufacturers in
their distribution while
keeping your key
interests in mind serve
a pivotal role.
Integrating these pieces into plant infrastructure as
well as our own systems, is key in making every
project a success. We work directly with you and
your personnel to meet and exceed your
expectations.

Product Integrators






Aftermarket Solutions
OEM
System Designers
Engineered Systems
Fluid Handling

The Power of Design Concept





Chilled Water System
Boiler Packaged Systems
Pump Tank Assembly
Tower Water Package






Packaged Fluid Filters
Sand Filtration Systems
Process Reservoirs
Actuated Valve Systems

Packaged Water Systems
When it comes to process systems, PECO
understands that while many installations are very
similar, very few are exactly
the same.
We have built systems
including a simple single
pump to a multi-pump—
multi-tower computercontrolled system. We are
ready to provide you with a
combination of quality components and expertise that
results in a heating or cooling system that meets the
challenges of your specific application.
Our process systems are delivered on skids and are
supplied with detailed CAD dimensional drawings
that contain all instructions, flow schematics, electrical
wiring diagrams, plus performance settings for all
equipment. This will provide your plant engineers
with the information they need to successfully install
the system.
You’ll also be getting
our commitment to
assist you before,
during and after the
sale.

